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Event fairly well attended. 

Number of terfs present and correct😉

Ticket was £10 but you got a book in exchange, thereby
guaranteeing the authors in attendance book sales, which
is quite clever when you think about it.

‘Time feels right’ to hold such an event, as it is now 50 years since Stonewall riots, 30

years since Stonewall UK was set up and it is now LGBTQI+ history month. 

It was explained that the idea for this symposium came from Michael Rosen himself.

However, when Rosen touted this event on Twitter last month, he claimed not to
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know anything about queer/trans issues, so it’s good to know that the idea came

*from him* to invite a range of people to discuss queer themes on children’s

literature. 

He also deleted some tweets.

In fact, Rosen held a public discussion about ‘trans lives’ back in February 2018, and

given that his academic post is at Goldsmiths, it's hardly surprising that he'd be very

well acquainted with queer theory.

Why pretend not to know anything then? Tosser.

Dr Laura Teague & Sidonie Bertrand-Shelton (Head of Education Programmes at

Stonewall) discussed the ‘legacy of Section 28’.

Claimed the book ‘Jenny lives with Eric and Martin’ was responsible for the govt.

legislating the ban on talking about homosexuality in schools.
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Section 28 was repealed in 2003 but they asserted we live with the ‘legacy’ of that

ban. 

Sidonie explained that Stonewall supported schools by mainly work with adults,

prepping teachers to talk with parents and involved in training teachers to deal with

LGBT issues.

Most important thing is to challenge ‘phobic’ and bullying language. 

Stonewall currently work with c. 1,200 schools, charging about £200 plus VAT per

person for a day’s training. Teacher trained is then ‘able’ to train colleagues. Package

includes individual membership of

Stonewall and person receives support for a year and means school is viable to apply

to Stonewall award scheme. Schools must progress through the award system; i.e.

must apply and be awarded ‘Bronze’ before progressing (so an unfair system which

nobbles participants).

Just 30 schools have been awarded a badge within that system. 

In 2015 Stonewall received funding to work with 660 religious faith schools (CoE,

Catholic, Jewish and some Muslim majority pupil schools).

Stonewall focussed on discussing bullying with religious schools, then you can move

onto things like literature at a later stage.

Dr Catherine Butler has written several horror novels under the name of Charles

Butler and was keen for us to know that two of their books were available on the stall

(thankfully Butler still receives royalties despite being a completely differently person

nowadays).
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Eyeballing Charles Butler’s books in Amazon one gets the impression they are not

appropriate for children, despite being promoted as books for ‘struggling and

dyslexic’ readers. 

As Catherine Butler, they’ve written many academic papers on the subject of

children’s literature.

Butler’s main bugbear was that Walliams had no business writing a book called ‘The

Boy in the Dress’ because it didn’t validate gender identity and depicted dressing up

just as a fun activity. Butler was concerned what might happen when children

encounter such a book and bitterly

bemoaned that Walliams is a big celebrity and successful children’s writer. 

Butler felt that responsible children’s books on trans issues should really include

practical info, giving further info on things such as medical pathways, puberty

blockers, binders, etc

(so nothing to do with literature then). 

Butler complained that ‘cis’ characters often ‘vomit’ when confronted with the fact

they have really been interacting, or having sex with, ’trans’ characters, and used the

18 Cert. film ‘The Crying Game’ to illustrate this.

Butler alleged that ‘Trans Panic’ had been used as mitigation in the murder of TW,

and that several TM had spent time in UK jails because they did not disclose their

trans status to their ‘consensual partners’. 

(All of which has sod all to do with lit. & is as creepy AF.)

Sarah Hagger-Holt, another Stonewall employee, talked about ‘Nothing Ever

Happens Here’. 
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Speaking about herself in the third person, we learned that there was a girl who liked

reading, who liked reading a lot, who went to her local library and read all the books

on all

the shelves, until there was nothing left to read. (Which begs the question why her

writing is so crap then.)

Holt’s novel is aimed at 9-12 year olds and the idea emerged through writing a book

on LGBT parenting. 

Stonewall research shows that LGBT kids have higher rates of

suicide ideation so writing positive books is one way of combatting that. 

Holt also felt that LGBT parents are stigmatised if they weren’t represented in

children’s books (hence perhaps her need to write about a trans-identifying father?).

Holt mentioned the criticism she’d received on Twitter and said that it was a good

thing, as it was only through disruption that change can be bought about, as it will

inspire people to demand their rights.

Holt felt that libraries were crucial as kids would be able to access books without the

mediation of parents and that sometimes it was necessary to ‘find your own family’.

In response to a question from the audience, Holt agreed that her book had been

marketed around positive ideals only of how a trans family would operate and that

only when there were more stories available would it be appropriate to represent

more complex situations.

Now for the fun bit 🤡🤡🤡

Michael Rosen presented a panel of MA creative writing students who had all written

essays on children’s literature using the lens of queer theory. 

Without exception, they were exceptionally dense.

0:00

One had ‘studied’ Bechdel’s cartoon novel ‘Fun Home’ and explained that it was

written in such a way that the reader could make their own interpretation of the

subject matter and doesn’t come to any clear conclusions. 



This is apparently a ‘queer’ understanding of literature.

0:00

Another had looked at ‘queer ecologies’ using the Wizard of Oz and Northern Lights.

The theory she used to examine those books was Edelman’s ‘No Future: Queer

Theory and the Death Drive’. 

She talked about the quest for arcadia and the characters find their heaven in the

‘liminal spaces’ rather than the places they though they were going to, eg. to Oz. 

Rosen asked about the ‘liminal spaces’ and Jasmine answered that it was to do with

queering and disruption, and realising that queerness is present in nature.

It was asked what consideration she had given to the motif of the Magisterium in

Pullman’s book, which threatens to split kids from their daemon in an attempt to

keep them from adulthood.

‘I didn’t go there with that’ admitted Jasmine and the room exploded with laughter.

The third had done a ‘queer reading’ of the first Harry Potter book. 

She felt that it was a ‘coming out’ story and felt that it was obvious that HP is queer

because on the first page it makes clear that HP is different from his family.
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A teen in the audience asked how she felt about JK Rowling’s ‘transphobic’ tweet, and

Georgia expressed how disappointed she was, stressed she’d written the essay before

it happened and had ‘unfollowed’ JK as a result.

Teen said that JK shouldn’t spread hate, as people look up to her, and that she had

told trans people ‘you’re all fake’. 

The teen’s father had a broad smile on his face and the audience applauded. 

Here’s a reminder of that ‘hateful’ tweet.

Fourth student waxed lyrical and at length about ‘Julian is a Mermaid’ which is a

picture book with minimal wording for very young children. 

How she wrote an essay on this, I can only imagine.

The final student was a gay man, who had written about the infamous ‘Jenny lives

with Eric and Martin’. 

The book is heavily reliant on black and white photography and minimal wording - so

is not really ‘literature’ IMO.

The book was written by a Danish author and it was suggested that it was never

intended to be read by kids (in which case why review it?). 

Andrew was asked what the author’s intentions were, but didn’t know.

Andrew felt that the infamous photo in the book of the young girl in bed with two

men in their underpants was non-controversial and who could disagree? 🤔
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The last segment was Dean Atta talking about his latest book ‘Black Flamingo’. 

Keen to stress that he was happy to tone down his prose in order to access the

children’s market, his poetic novel was suitable for younger people at the beginning,

but then becomes more teenage

oriented as the character ages. 

A librarian in the audience, who works at a ‘Stonewall’ school, and was an ‘out

employee’, said she was blessed to be able to buy the books she wanted, including one

which features gay sex but didn’t inform anyone that she’d done that,

but that the pupils knew. She was scared that the senior management team might

find out, but wanted to be able to offer it to students without the parents and SMT

knowing, so she was treading carefully. 

Her comments kind of summed up the whole thing for me. It's all about

trying to get things under the radar without proper scrutiny. They know that's what

they're doing. 

Indeed in an almost 3-hour long 'symposium' discussion of literature techniques were

not mentioned. Even once. Not even sketchily.

@threadreaderapp please unroll
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